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Notes: 
 

Hypothesis: 

eu0xerw=j e1xein pro\j to\ yeu/desqai -`make no difficulty about lying͛, `quite 
ready to tell a lie͛. 

Section 1-2: Introduction. 

1. oi0kei/ouj -`relatives͛. 

    perifeu/gw -`to escape from illness͛, hence `recover͛. 

    e1laxon au0tw|= th\n di/khn th=j ai0kei/aj -`I obtained this suit by lot͛, i.e.`I   
obtained leave (from the Archon) to bring this action for assault͛. 

    sunebouleuo/mhn -`I asked for advice͛. 

    e1noxon -`liable͛ (plus dat.) 

Note the chiasmos  me\n fasko/ntwn ... sumbouleuo/ntwn de/. 

    th=| tw=n lwpodutw=n a0pagwgh=| kai\ tai=j th=j u3brewj grafai=j -`to 
summary seizure as a highwayman, or to public indictments for criminal 
outrage͛.   

     As guilty of highway robbery the defendant had made himself liable to 
summary arrest, (a0pagwgh/) and the gravity of his assault would have justified 
a public indictment for criminal outrage (u3brewj grafh/) for either of which 
crimes he would, if convicted, have suffered a heavy penalty. The private suit 
for assault and battery (ai0kei/aj di/kh) entailed merely a fine to be paid to the 
plaintiff. 

      lwpoduth/j -lit.`a stealer of coats͛, `a highwayman͛. 

    e0pa/gesqai -`to take upon my shoulders͛. 

    u9pe\r th\n h9liki/an -`in a manner too ambitious for my years͛,  

    e0gkale/w -`to bring a charge against someone͛. Tr. `to appear to be going 
beyond my years in bringing a charge in relation to what I had suffered͛. 
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    i0di/an e1laxen di/khn -`I have instituted a private suit͛. 

Note that for a ai0kei/aj di/kh one only has to prove assault, and the plaintiff is 
awarded damages, while for a u3brewj grafh/ one has to prove motives of the 
offender and the fine is paid to the state. 

    h3dista ͙ -`though I would have gladly prosecuted him (brought him to trial 
(kri/naj) on a capital charge͛. 

2. a0se/lgeia ͙ tou/tou -`brutality of this man͛. 

   o9moi/wj -`without distinction͛. 

    eu0noi+kw=j -`with goodwill͛. 

   paranenomh=sai -`suffered contrary to the law͛. 

   bohqh=sai/ moi ta\ di/kaia -`assist me to get my rights͛, (acc. of respect). 

   dia\ braxuta/twn -`with as few words͛. 

Sections 3-12: The factual details - dih/ghsij. 

3. e1toj touti\ tri/ton - i.e. `two years ago͛.  

    Panaktos was fort on the frontiers of Attika and Boiotia. There was an 
expedition to Panaktos in 343. 

  prografei/shj -`having been posted, assigned͛. 

  w9j ou0k a2n e0boulo/mhn - tr. `would to heaven they had not͛. 

  proskrou/mata-`quarrels͛, lit. `collisions͛. 

e0c w[n d͛, a0kou/sesqe -lit. `as a result of what, you will hear͛. 

  a0rista/w -`to take breakfast or lunch͛, here the latter. Frequentative 
optative. Tr. `immediately after lunch͛. 

  diatele/w -`to continue doing so͛. 

4.  h4n ͙ sumbai/noi - Lit. `at the time which it happened that the others were 
preparing dinner͛, tr. `At whatever time the others happened to be preparing 
dinner͛. 
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  parw/|noun -`they were abusive in their cups͛, `they were playing drunken 
tricks͛. 

  ta\ me\n po/lla -`especially, for the most part͛. 

  a0ko/louqoj -`attendent͛. 

 kakw=j le/gein -`to speak rudely͛.  

  o3 ti tu/xoien -`any excuse that came to hand͛. 

  a0mi/daj -`chamber pots͛. 

  a0selgei/aj ͙-`there was nothing in the way of brutality and outrage in which 
they did not indulge͛. 

  a0pepemya/meqa - `we ignored this behaviour͛, `we dismissed it from our 
thoughts͛. 

  su/ssitoi -`those in our mess͛. 

5.  loidorhqe/ntoj - passive for middle, `having censured͛. 

  o3lwj -`generally͛. 

  tosou/tou e0de/hsan ͙ w3ste -lit. `they were so far from desisting or feeling 
shame that ͙.͛, tr. `rather than desisting and feeling shame they ͙͛. 

   e0peidh\ qa=tton sunesko/tasen -`no sooner was it dark than ͙͛. 

   e0piphda/w -`assault͛. 

 e0ntei/nw -tr. `direct͛. 

The taxiarchs were the commanders of the infantry detachments of the several 
tribes. 

  a0nh/keston -`irreparably͛, lit. `incurable͛. 

oi3per ͙- `who prevented us from suffering irreparably, and (to prevent) us, 
being drunkedly abused by them, inflicting (poih=sai) (sc. irreparable things) 
on them (au0tou/j)͛. The word order seems odd, and the use of redundant mh/ 
after kwlu/w is rare in Attic prose. 
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6. di/khn laxei=n -`to bring an action͛. 

  lo/gon poiei=sqai ͙ ou0de/na -`to give any thought͛. 

a0ll͛ e0kei=no a9plw=j e0gnw/kein -`but I simply made this decision͛. (Pluperf.) 

  e0pitima/w -`to censure͛. Most translators take it to mean that Conon should 
have pulled his sons in line, but Swift takes it to mean that `we͛ should have 
censured Conon.  

7.  ei0w/qein -1st p. pluperf. with imperfect meaning. 

Kephisia is a deme or parish, situated on the north side of the city near Mount 
Pentelikos. 

 tou/tou - refers to Conon.  

The Leokorion was a monument erected in the Agora (exact location uncertain 
but possibly in the north west corner) in honour of the three daughters of 
Leos, whom, in obedience to an oracle, their father had sacrificed for the 
safety of their country. It was near this spot that Hipparchos was assassinated 
in 514.  

  dialexqei/j - tr. `mumbling͛. 

Melitê was a hilly district in the western part of Athens, near the Akropolis, 
which included the Pnyx. It was named after Melite, the wife of Herakles.    

Qeo/timoj - read Dio/timoj. Possibly a scribal error since Diotimos is 
mentioned later as one of Konon͛s witnesses. 

Spintharos, son of Euboulos -this Euboulos was probably the well-known 
orator and opponent of Demosthenes, since the name of his father was 
Spintharos and sons often take the grandfather͛s name. 

  e0canasth/saj -`caused them to get up͛. This is also a military term used of 
setting forth troops for an ambush. Hence a `loaded͛ word. 

8.  Ferrefatti/ou -`to the temple of Persephone͛ whose location is uncertain.  

pwj -`roughly͛, `I suppose͛. 
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  a0nemei/xqhsan -another military term, tr. `engaged͛. mei/gnumi and 
prosmei/gnumi are used of troops meeting in battle.  

  e0ce/dusan -`stripped me of my cloak͛. 

  u9poskeli/zw -`to trip up͛. 

  r9a/cantej < r9a/ssw = a0ra/ssw -`strike, dash͛. 

ou3tw die/qhkan -`they reduced me to such a condition͛. 

9. `The other things contained (e1xei) bad language ...͛. 

Note the chiasmus around shmei=on and tekmh/rion. 

 h]|de -`he began to crow (lit. sing)͛.  

  a0lekruo/ntaj ͙ tou\j nenikhko/taj-`the fighting cocks that have won a 
victory͛. 

 

  oi9 de\ krotei=n ͙ -`his fellows bade him flap his elbows against his sides like 
wings͛.  

h0ci/oun -`deemed it right͛, `thought it alright͛, perhaps `egged on͛. 

  h]lqon - could be 1st or 3rd person. 

balanei=on - these are the public baths. 
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   There is some discrepancy in the account as to the number of doctors. Here 
we have the plural, but elsewhere only one doctor is mentioned. The mention 
of more than one may simply be to strengthen the case. 

10. Cholleidai was a deme of the tribe Leontis. 

 poqe/n -`somewhere͛.  

Take moi with perituxei=n. 

  a1gousi sc. au0toi=j. 

  makra/n -`the long distance͛.  

  w9j to\n Meidi/an -`to the house of Meidias͛. 

11. ou3tw diete/qhn -`This is how I was treated͛, `I was brought into this 
condition͛. The verb means `to treat, handle͛. 

parhkolou/qoun -`were attending͛. 

  o3lou me\n tou= sw/matoj -`throughout my whole body͛. 

  h1tron -`pit of the stomach, abdomen͛. 

  tw=n siti/wn a0pekeklei/mhn - lit. `I was excluded from taking food͛, tr. `I 
couldn͛t eat͛. 

12. w9j -probably refers to the earlier witness statement of the doctor. 

`Indeed, the surgeon said that, if a copious haemorrhage had not 
spontaneously occurred, while my agony was extreme and I was in despair, I 
should have died of internal suppuration; but as it was, this loss of blood saved 
me.͛ 

  tou1sxaton -`to the point of death͛.  

 u9po\ tou/twn -`at the hands of these men͛. 

e0piskopou/ntwn -`of those visiting me͛. 

Sections 13-14: Pre-empting the defense (Prokatalepsis). 

13. metri/aj ͙ fau/laj -`slight ͙ trivial͛. 
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  ei0j pa=n e0lqw/n - tr.`but were extreme͛, `I was reduced to desperate straits͛, `I 
found myself fin the greatest danger͛. 

  u3brin kai\ th\n a0se/lgeian -`outrage and brutality͛. 

  e0la/ttw -`more lenient͛. 

  pollaxo/qen -`on many grounds͛, `in every way possible͛, `from every angle͛. 

  a1gonta -`diverting͛. 

  e0mbalei=n - tr. `to reduce͛, `to turn it into͛.  

14.  au0tolhku/qouj - exact import uncertain. Some say that by carrying their 
own oil flask (the literal meaning of the word) they can do as they like without 
having any slaves as possible witnesses. Others say it refers to poor young men 
who can͛t afford to have a slave. Given the other term, there may, however, be 
some sexual connotation.  

  kai\ tau=ta ei]nai ne/wn a0nqrw/pwn -`and that these are the ways of young 
men͛. 

e0rw/si -`and certain of these (young men) are in love with call-girls͛, note from 
e9tai/ra not e9tai/roj as the accent shows. 

  kataskeua/sei -`will falsely present us, misrepresent us͛, `confect͛. 

  a0gnw/monaj -`unfeeling, unforgiving͛, `unreasonable͛. 

 

Sections 15-25: Ariston͛s reply. 

15. xalepw=j͙ e0nhnoxw/j -`deeply indignant at the wrongs I have suffered͛. 

tou=to - this forecasts the next clause and can be deleted in translation, but is a 
common technique in prose. 

  a1gnoia par͛ u9mi=n-`lack of understanding on your part͛. 

o9poi=oj a1n tij ͙ -`whatever character a man claims (lit. whatever each man 
says he is), or his neighbours accuse him of possessing, such he shall be judged 
to possess (lit. such will he be considered), and there will be no benefit to 
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respectable persons (toi=j metri/oij) from their daily life and mode of conduct 
(e0pithdeu/ma -`practice)͛. 

16. sugxwrou=men -`we gladly grant them the title of ͙͛, `we concede͛, lit. `to 
give place to, to defer͛. 

  ei0j ͙ tre/pesqai -`to recoil upon the head of͛ (the verb is passive). 

Note the repetition of the letter t. 

17. telou=ntej -`initiating͛. 

  mh/ ti/ ge dh\ poiei=n -`let alone to do them͛. 

  metri/ouj -`decent, measured͛. 

  skh=yij -`pretext͛. 

  e0celegxtai -`is convicted͛.  

  oi9 me\n ga\r no/moi ͙-`for the laws themselves have anticipated/foreseen 
quite the opposite, even in the case of pleas of necessity, lest such pleas 
should be magnified͛. The idea is that there are laws which prevent one bad 
action leading to a worse one. He gives the example of libelous speech leading 
to violence, violence leading to serious injury and then serious injury leading to 
manslaughter. At every stage of the progression there is a legal remedy.  

  proei/donto -`have made provision͛, have foreseen, `have anticipated͛. 

  oi[on ͙ ei0si\ kakhgori/aj di/kai -`for example there are laws on libelous 
speech͛, `actions for slander͛. 

18. ai0kei/aj -`(actions for) battery͛. 

 o4tan h3ttwn h]| -`whenever he is in the weaker position͛ ,`when he is losing͛. 

 th\n e0k tou= no/mou di/khn -`redress from the law͛. 

 trau/matoj ... grafai/ -`indictments for wounding͛. 

19. `The least of these evils, namely abusive language, has, I think, been 
provided for to prevent the last and most grievous, that murder may not 
ensue, and that men be not led on step by step from vilification to blows, from 
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blows to wounds, and from wounds to murder, but that in the laws its own 
penalty should be provided for each of these acts, and that the decision should 
not be left to the passion or the will of the person concerned.͛ 

  proew/ratai - (passive) `has been provided for the avoidance of͛. 

20. ei]ta - often expresses indignation. 

  e0rw=ntej -`in our love affairs͛. 

  ei9lko/mhn ... -note the three-fold riser. 

  fora/dhn -`on a litter, stretcher͛. (Explained in Hesychius).  

 e0cepephdh/kei -tr. `rushed out͛. Example of sfodro/thj vehemence of style. 

  w3speranei -also in Plato. 

21. a1deian u9pa/rxein -`to receive immunity͛. 

  u9bri/zein -`(by which it is lawful) to commit outrage͛. 

   a0pokei=sqai -`to be reserved͛. 

  katafugh/ -`excuse͛. 

  ka0kei/noij ou0k ei0j to\ mh\ dou=nai ͙ - `and even in their case it should not 
extend to the remission of the penalty, but to its mitigation.͛ 

22. ou0x o3pwj ... a0lla/ -`not only did he not͛, idiomatic. 

 bdeluro/j -`loathsome͛. 

  ti/n͛ a2n ou[toj a0ci/an ͙ - `is there any punishment to which he could undergo 
that would be worthy of his actions?͛ 

   oi1omai - sc. a0ci/an a2n di/khn tou=ton u9posxei=n.  

23.  proh=ktai -`he has brought up͛ (middle). Lit. `has led them to the point 
that ...͛. 

  e0nanti/on e0camarta/nontaj e9autou= -`to break the law in his presence͛. 

  ai0sxu/nesqai - tr. `to have reverence for͛. 
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  ka2n tou/touj au9to\n h0ci/ou -`he would have exacted from them (the same 
honour and fear) towards himself͛.  

24. lwpoduth/j -`a stealer of clothes͛. There was no specific name for the 
offense and hence the periphrasis.  

  kata\ tou/touj - `by these laws͛.  Ariston has taken out a private prosecution 
and not a public one, using the said laws.  

  a0pra/gmonej kai\ me/troi -`quiet and inoffensive/respectable͛, `minds his 
own business͛. 

  o9moi/wj -`nevertheless͛.  

25. paqei=n ti - common euphemism for death. 

Brauron was a district on the eastern coast of Attika, where there was a 
famous shrine of Artemis. It was to this point that Orestes and Iphigeneia were 
said to have brought the statue of Artemis from the land of the Taurians. The 
facts regarding the case alluded to here are unknown. 

o9mologoume/nwj -`admittedly͛. 

  parocu/nw -`to urge on͛. 

  swthri/aj -`safety͛. 

  e3wj a2n a0pei/pwsen ͙ - Tr. `He may be sure that he will be maltreated until 
they grow weary as was the case with me.͛ 

Sections 26-29: Konon͛s behaviour at the arbitration. 

Before a court case, the litigants had to undergo arbitration, either private, in 
which the arbitrator was chosen by both parties and their decision was 
binding, or (as here) a public arbitrator whose decision could be disputed and 
the case proceed to court. 

26. di/aita -`arbitration͛.  

  e0poi/hsan me\n ga\r ... -`they prolonged the time beyond midnight (e1cw 
me/swn nuktw=n).͛ 
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  a0nti/grafa dido/nai -`put in copies of the deposition͛. Failure to do this 
simply lengthened the proceedings.  

  tw=n te paro/ntwn ... -`bringing up each of those present one by one to the 
bench (reading li/qon for bwmo/n), putting them on oath and writing 
depositions that had nothing to do with the matter͛.  

  If Konon͛s son were not legitimate, then Konon was technically not 
responsible for his behaviour. 

  peponqe/nai ta\ kai\ ta/ -`he (Ktesias) had been treated in such and such a 
way͛. The point is that, being the son of a mistress, Ktesias had had a difficult 
life and this would lead to mitigating circumstances.  

  e0pitima/w -`to find fault with͛. 

  teleutw=ntwj ... - `and finally they felt the same about themselves͛ 
(presumably for letting them get away with it.) 

27. `Be that as it may, when they had had their fill and were tired of acting 
thus, they put in a challenge with a view to gaining time and preventing the 
boxes from being sealed, offering to deliver up certain slaves, whose names 
they wrote down, to be examined as to the assault. And I fancy that their 
defence will hinge chiefly upon this point. I think, however, that you should all 
note one thingͶthat if these men tendered the challenge in order that the 
inquiry by the torture should take place, and had confidence in this method of 
proof, they would not have tendered (prou0kalou=nto) it when the decision of 
the arbitration was now just being announced, when night had fallen and no 
further pretext was left them͛. 

  e0peidh\ d͛ ou]n pote - `however that may be͛. 

  a0pei=pon -`they desisted͛. 

  prokalou=ntai -`they put in a challenge͛. Technical law court term. 

  e0pi\ diakrou/sei -`with a view to putting off, delaying͛. 

  shmanqh=nai -`to be sealed͛. 
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  e0xi/nouj -`boxes͛. All the legal documents were collected and placed in a box 
to be preserved in the event of an appeal.  

  e0kdou=nai -`to hand over͛. 

  e0pi/steuon tw=| dikai/w| -`they trusted in this plea͛. 

  diai/thj -`the decision of the arbitration͛. 

28. lhxqh=nai -`had been brought͛ < lagxa/nw. 

    a0pe/fainon -`I was pointing out͛.  

  par͛ e0kei/noij a2n h]n h9 di/kh -`the case would have come before them͛. 

29. kai\ tou=to to\ di/kaion e1xwn -`and in spite of having this plea͛. 

   diaithth/j-`arbitrator͛. 

  paradidou/j -`handing over (sc. the slaves).͛ 

  diakrou/sewj e3nex͛ h9 pro/klhsij -`the challenge was tendered merely for 
the sake of gaining time͛. 

Sections 30-33: Konon͛s witnesses. 

30. bana/nou -`examination by torture͛. 

  prou0kalei=to -`the challenge was tendered͛. 

   e0kkrou/w -`to evade, put off͛. 

  e0n oi[j͙ ou0d͛ a0ciw/saj -`in the course of which he showed that he did not 
wish this test to be accorded him, and neither proposed it nor demanded it͛. 

   diaithth/j -`the arbitrator͛. 

31. e0pigra/fetai ma/rturaj -`has enrolled as witnesses͛. 

  Ikaria, a deme of the tribe Aegeïs; Halai, there were two demes of this name, 
one on the east coast of Attika and the other on the Saronic Gulf. The former 
belonged to the tribe Aegeis, the latter to the tribe Kekropis; Pithos, a deme of 
the tribe Kekropis.  
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32. w9j = w3sper -`as if͛, + accusative absolute usually used only with 
impersonal verbs, but also after w9j. 

    logioume/nouj - Attic future participle < logi/zomai. 

   diarrh/dhn -`expressly, explicitly͛. 

   a0gnw=tej -`unacquainted͛. 

   ka0po\ tau0toma/tou -`by chance͛. 

   peponqo/ta sc. me. 

   a0fei/j ͙ -`should have let alone those who are acknowledged by the 
defendants themselves to have struck me, and elected first to prosecute a man 
who did not even touch me͛.  

33.  e0pece/rxomai -`I am prosecuting͛. 

  par͛ e0mou= -`my evidence͛. 

  ou0dei\j lo/goj -`nothing to say͛. 

     ei0 d͛ e1stai ... -`but if matters come to this͛. 

    a0panaisxunte/w -`behave with effrontery͛, `lose all sense of shame͛. 

Sections 34-37: Konon͛s friends are in reality rogues. 

34.  e0pipo/lion -`grey-haired͛. 

  tri/bwnaj ͙ -`wear short cloaks and single-soled shoes͛. 

Many men in Athens in the days of Plato and Demosthenes, as an indication of 
their contempt for democracy and a protest against the decay of morals, 
sought to imitate the Spartan severity in dress and manners. Men such as 
those, whom the writer is here depicting, would not unnaturally seek by this 
means to build up a spurious reputation for austerity. 

35. ta\ lampra\ kai\ neanika/ -`splendid and spirited pleas͛. 

      w[n pare/cetai kata\ sou= -`in the charges he will bring against you͛. 
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   kateage/nai - perfect active infinitive, but used in a passive sense. 
Tr.`fractured͛. 

36.  tou=t͛ ou0k e1stin -`this is not the case͛. 

   o3sa ga\r ͙ - `for except in regard to what comes directly from themselves, 
they will not have a single witness at their disposal (eu0porh/sousi) against me, 
but as to their readiness to commit any act whatever, by the gods, I could not 
tell you its nature and extent͛. 

  e0pi/labe to\ u3dwr -`check the flow of water͛ (in the water clock, since 
speeches were timed).   

37. grammateidi/w| -`scrap of paper͛. 

  tosau/thj kai\ toiau/thj -`to such an extent and of such ...͛.  

  filapexqhmosu/nhj -`malignity, quarrelsome disposition͛. (Rare word). 

  e0nei=nai - lit. `are present in͛, tr. `fit in with͛. 

 kaitoi ...- hexameter!. 

Sections 38-41: Konon͛s oaths are worthless, mine are true. 

38. kata\ tou/twn o0mei=sqai -`to swear by them͛, i.e. by their lives. This is a 
standard expression with verbs of swearing. 

   a0khkow/j ͙ qauma/saj -`having listened to in amazement͛. 

   a0nupo/stata -`hard to resist͛. 

  h3kista -`least of all͛. Flattery of the jury. 

  ou0 mh\n a0lla\ dei= ͙ -`so far from being deceived, you must rather look 
carefully at his life and character before you believe him͛. Note   ou0 mh\n a0lla/ -
`not but that͛, an elliptical expression based on what has gone before, Latin 
non quin. 

39. o0ligwri/an -`contempt͛. 

  o4j par͛ u9mi=n a0pe/qane -`who was condemned to death in your court͛. 
Bakchios is not otherwise known. 
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Aristokrates - having a physical disability could be regarded in Greek thought as 
a punishment either for your own bad behavior or that of your parents.  

  e0pwnumi/an -`nickname͛. 

  The Triballoi were a warlike tribe form Thrace with a reputation for evil acts. 
Young thugs in Athens seem to have taken the name as a kind of gang. One 
may compare the modern-day motorcycle gangs. 

  ta\  9Ekatai=a - `food offerings to Hekate͛.  

  Young pigs were sacrificed in a ceremonial purification of the place of meeting 
before the people entered the e0kklhsi/a (the popular assembly). 

  ei0sie/nai -sc. ei0j th\n e0kklhsi/an. 

  kai\ r9a|=on ͙ -`and it was easier for them to take an oath and break it than to 
do anything else͛. 

40. a0lla\ o9 mhde\n eu1orkon ͙ - (Difficult passage) See translation. An 
alternative is: `whereas the man who would not swear even an honest oath by 
any object which you do not recognize even if he did intend (to fulfil it), nor 
swear by his children but would rather endure anything than that but would 
take the customary oath if compelled to do so, such as `by the utter 
destruction of himself, his family and his house - this man is far more 
trustworthy than the one who swears by his children and by the ordeal of fire.͛ 

  tauti/ -refers to the proklesis about to be read. 

  ou0x u9pe\r ͙ -`not that through readiness to do anything whatsoever I might 
avoid paying the penalty for crimes which I had committed, as is the case with 
you, but in the interest of truth, and in order that I might not be subjected to 
further outrage, and as one who will not allow his case to be lost through your 
perjury͛. 

  The general drift of the oath must have been given in the pro/klhsij -
`challenge͛, which appears to have been refused by the defendant.  

41. e0piorke/w -`I swear falsely͛. 

   e0cw/lhj -`utterly, root and branch͛. 
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  ei1 ti/ moi e1stin - tr. `all I possess͛. 

  diarragh=| - tr. `even if Konon says so till he bursts͛, errupts͛. 

Sections 42-43: Emotional Appeal. 

42. For the Loeb reading a1cion read a0ciw=. 

 pi/stin -`oath, pledge͛, (which he has just sworn). 

  o4 ka1n a1llw| tuxo\n sumbai/h ͙ -`which might perchance happen to another, 
but upon whomever they might occur ͙͛. tuxo/n is an accusative absolute.  

  pro\ me\n tw=n a9marthma/twn -`when confronted with their crimes͛. 

  qrasei=j kai\ propetei=j -`bold and reckless (forward)͛. 

  e0n de\ tw=| di/khn u9pe/xein -`when they are brought to trial͛. 

  kai\ mh/te do/chj ͙ - `and who take no account of public opinion or custom or 
anything else if only they can avoid paying the penalty͛. 

43. deh/setai -`will enteat you͛. 

  klah/sei - fut. indic. with Attic contraction.  

  prosubrisqei/j -`having met with further disgrace͛. 

  a1n for e0a/n. 

 

Section 44: Ariston͛s own character. 

44. Triarchs were responsible for fitting out a trireme as part of public service 
required of the richer Athenian citizens. 

  lo/goj - tr. `topic͛, question͛. 

  ei0 ga\r dh\ o9mologoume/nwj ͙ -`For, if it were indeed our lot to be by 
common consent regarded as more useless and more base than Conon, we are 
not, I suppose, to be beaten or maltreated.͛ 


